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SEMI-CLASSICAL LIMIT OF QUANTUM FREE ENERGY MINIMIZERS
FOR THE GRAVITATIONAL HARTREE EQUATION
WOOCHEOL CHOI, YOUNGHUN HONG, AND JINMYOUNG SEOK
Abstract. For the gravitational Vlasov-Poisson equation, Guo and Rein constructed a
class of classical isotropic states as minimizers of free energies (or energy-Casimir function-
als) under mass constraints [26]. For the quantum counterpart, that is, the gravitational
Hartree equation, isotropic states are constructed as free energy minimizers by Aki, Dol-
beault and Sparber [1]. In this paper, we are concerned with the correspondence between
quantum and classical isotropic states. Precisely, we prove that as the Planck constant
~ goes to zero, free energy minimizers for the Hartree equation converge to those for the
Vlasov-Poisson equation in terms of potential functions as well as via the Wigner transform
and the To¨plitz quantization.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background. We consider the gravitational Vlasov-Poisson equation
Btf ` p ¨∇qf `∇qp 1|¨| ˚ ρf q ¨∇pf “ 0 (1.1)
where f “ fpt, q, pq : Rˆ R6 Ñ r0,8q is a phase-space distribution, and
ρf “
ż
R3
fp¨, pqdp
denotes the corresponding density function. This equation describes the mean-field dynam-
ics of a large number of collisionless classical particles interacting each other by their mutual
gravitational forces. In astrophysics, it provides a simpler but fairly accurate description
of stellar dynamics whose size possibly ranges from 108 stars for dwarfs to 1014 stars for
giants. Here, all pair interactions are approximated by the self-generated potential ´ 1|¨| ˚ρf .
The initial-value problem for (1.1) possesses a unique global classical solution [42, 48, 30,
35]. The nonlinear evolution preserves the mass
Mpfq :“
ż
R6
fpq, pqdqdp
and the energy
Epfq :“ 1
2
ż
R6
|p|2fpq, pqdqdp´ 1
2
ż
R6
ρf pxqρf pyq
|x´ y| dxdy.
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Moreover, the measure preserving property of the characteristics derives conservation of a
Casimir functional
Cpfq :“
ż
R6
β
`
fpq, pq˘dqdp
with any given non-negative function β : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q (see [22, Chapter 4]). Combining
the energy and a Casimir functional, the energy-Casimir functional is defined by
J pfq :“ Epfq ` Cpfq.
The quantity ´Cpfq also can be considered as a (generalized) entropy, including the standard
entropy functional
´
ż
R6
pf ln fqpq, pqdqdp,
and thus the energy-Casimir functional J pfq may be called the (generalized) free energy.
In many different physical contexts, energy-Casimir/free energy functionals have played
a powerful role to construct stable steady states. As for the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1),
Guo and Rein established a large class of stable isotropic states by the energy-Casimir
method [26]. This important work is in fact the starting point of our discussion, but we
state below a slightly clearer version in the survey article [45, Theorem 1.1].
We now assume that
(A1) β P C1pr0,8qq is strictly convex, and βp0q “ β1p0q “ 0,
(A2) There exists m1 ą 53 such that βpsq ě C1sm1 for all large s ě 0,
(A3) There exists m2 ą 53 such that βpsq ď C2sm2 for all small s ě 0.
For a function β : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q satisfying (A1)´(A3), we introduce the auxiliary
function β˜ : RÑ R by
β˜psq :“
#
pβ1q´1psq for s ě 0,
0 for s ă 0. (1.2)
The following theorem asserts that steady states can be constructed as minimizers for the
variational problem
Jmin :“ min
fPAM
J pfq (1.3)
where M ą 0 and the admissible set AM is given by
AM :“
!
f : R6 Ñ r0,8q : Mpfq “M and J pfq ă 8
)
.
Theorem 1.1 (Guo-Rein [26, 45]). Let M ą 0. If β satisfies (A1)´(A3), then the
following statements hold.
piq The minimum free energy Jmin is strictly negative.
piiq The minimization problem (1.3) possesses a minimizer.
piiiq A minimizer Q solves the self-consistent equation
Q “ β˜p´µ´ Eq, with some µ ą 0, (1.4)
where E “ |p|2
2
´ Upqq is the local total energy with the potential ´U “ ´ 1|¨| ˚ ρQ.
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Remark 1.2. piq By the formula (1.4), minimizers in Theorem 1.1 solve the Vlasov-Poisson
equation (1.1). Moreover, they are known to be dynamically stable [45, Theorem 6.1]. See
Proposition 5.1 for their additional properties.
piiq For instance, βpsq “ sm with m ą 5
3
satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1.1. In this
case, Q is a polytrope pE0 ´ Eqk`, where 0 ă k “ 1m´1 ă 32 .
Isotropic states of the form (1.4) have been received considerable interests from both
mathematical and physical communities due to their stability. A famous conjecture asserts
orbital stability of any non-increasing radially symmetric steady states for the Vlasov-
Poisson equation [9]. Since the breakthrough work of Antonov [4, 5], their linear stability
has been investigated. Later, the concentration-compactness principle [32, 33] has been
applied to establish nonlinear stability for global minimizers of energy-Casimir (respectively,
energy) functionals under mass (respectively, mass-Casimir) constraints [18, 24, 25, 26, 27,
36, 45, 49, 51]. The nonlinear stability of steady states, not necessarily global minimizers,
is firstly studied in [28] for the King model. In the celebrated works of Lemou, Me´hats
and Raphae¨l [37, 38], the conjecture has finally been settled. We refer to a comprehensive
survey article [41] for the history of the problem.
On the other hand, in some physical situations, quantum effects are needed to be taken
in account for gravitational particles. The quantum-mechanical counterpart of the Vlasov-
Poisson equation (1.1) is the (non-relativistic) gravitational Hartree equation
i~Btγ “
“´ ~2
2
∆´ 1|¨| ˚ ρ~γ , γ
‰
, (1.5)
where γ “ γptq is a self-adjoint compact operator acting on L2pR3q,
ρ~γpxq :“ p2π~q3γpx, xq
is the density function of γ, and γpx, x1q denotes the kernel of the integral operator γ, i.e.,
γrφspxq “
ż
R3
γpx, x1qφpx1qdx1.
Here, a small constant ~ ą 0 represents the Planck constant. By the eigenfunction expan-
sion, the von Neumann equation (1.5) is equivalent to the system of (possibly infinitely
many) coupled equations
i~Btφj “ ´~22 ∆φj ´ p 1|x| ˚ ρ~qφj , j “ 1, 2, 3, ...,
where tφju8j“1 is a set of L2-orthonormal functions, and ρ~ “ p2π~q3
ř8
j“1 λj |φj |2 with
λj Ñ 0 (see Section 2.1). This model gives a mean-field description of self-gravitating
quantum particles, like boson stars.
For basic well-posedness results for the gravitational Hartree equation (1.5), we refer to
[10, 11, 12, 14, 16]. An important remark is that this quantum model is closely linked to the
classical model (1.1) in the semi-classical limit ~ Ñ 0. In [34], Lions and Paul established
weak-* convergence from the Hartree to the Vlasov-Poisson equation via the Wigner/Husimi
transform. The weak-* convergence can be improved to strong convergence provided that
both the interaction potential and initial data are sufficiently smooth [2, 3]. As for fermions,
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the Vlasov equation is derived from the fermionic linear N -body Schro¨dinger equation in
the limit ~ “ 1
N1{3
Ñ 0 [23, 6, 7].
By the quantum-classical correspondence principle, the quantum model (1.5) has the
analogous conservation laws,
M~pγq :“ Tr~γ (mass), C~pγq :“ Tr~`βpγq˘ (Casimir),
and
E~pγq :“ Tr~`p´~2
2
∆qγ˘´ 1
2
ż
R6
ρ~γpxqρ~γpyq
|x´ y| dxdy (energy),
where Tr~p¨q “ p2π~q3Trp¨q. The quantum energy-Casimir functional (also called the free
energy) is defined by
J ~pγq :“ E~pγq ` C~pγq.
Therefore, one may expect that orbitally stable steady states can be constructed from the
analogous quantum-mechanical variational problem
J ~min :“ min
γPA~M
J ~pγq (1.6)
with the admissible set
A~M :“
!
γ P BpL2pR3qq : γ ě 0, compact, self-adjoint, M~pγq “M and J ~pγq ă 8
)
.
The following theorem gives an affirmative answer but assuming
(A4) supsą0
sβ1psq
βpsq ď 3,
instead of (A2) and (A3).
Theorem 1.3 (Aki-Dolbeault-Sparber [1]). Let M ą 0. If β satisfies (A1) and (A4),
then the following statements hold for all ~ ą 0.
piq If the minimum free energy J ~min is strictly negative, then the quantum minimization
problem (1.6) possesses a minimizer.
piiq A minimizer Q~ solves the self-consistent equation
Q~ “ β˜p´µ~ ´ Eˆ~q, with some µ~ ą 0, (1.7)
where Eˆ~ “ ´~22 ∆ ´ U~ is the quantum Hamiltonian with the mean-field potential
´U~ “ ´ 1|x| ˚ ρ~Q~.
Remark 1.4. piq Theorem 1.3 is nothing but a reformulation of Theorem 1.1 in Aki-Dolbeault-
Sparber [1], where quantum thermal effects are emphasized. For readers’ convenience, we
give the precise statement in Appendix B.
piiq Existence of a minimizer is proved under the condition that J ~min ă 0. This is the case
if we take βpsq “ Tβ0psq for fixed β0 and sufficiently small T ą 0. In case of fixed T “ 1, it
will be shown that a minimizer exists provided that all (A1)-(A4) are satisfied and ~ ą 0
is small enough (see Theorem 1.5 piq).
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piiiq The minimizer Q~, given in (1.7), is a steady state for the gravitational Hartree equa-
tion (1.5). It includes the polytropes of the form pE~,0 ´ Eˆ~qk` with 12 ď k ă 8. Note that
the range of k is different from the classical case (see Remark 1.2 piiq).
pivq The well-known Cazenave-Lions method [13] applies to see that the set of all minimizers
for the problem (1.6) is orbitally stable [1]. It however does not directly imply the orbital
stability of a minimizer Q~ itself unless the uniqueness of Q~, whose proof is still open, is
guaranteed.
pivq For the repulsive Hartree equation, a steady state is constructed on a bounded domain
[40]. For the Hartree-Fock model, existence of free energy minimizer is established for the
atomic model [17].
1.2. Main result. A natural question then is to ask whether the above classical and quan-
tum models are consistent as quantum effects (including thermal effects) become negligible.
Physically, answering this question would support the quantum model in view of Bohr’s
correspondence principle.
In this article, we particularly focus on classical and quantum free energy minimizers
under a same mass constraint. From now on, we assume all (A1)-(A4) so that existence
of both classical and quantum minimizers are guaranteed. Our main theorem addresses
convergence from quantum to classical free energy minimizers in semi-classical limit.
Theorem 1.5 (Main theorem). Fix M ą 0. Suppose that β satisfies (A1)-(A4). Then,
the following statements hold.
piq (Existence of a quantum free energy minimizer) For all sufficiently small ~ ą 0, the
quantum variational problem (1.6) possesses a quantum free energy minimizer of the
form
Q~ “ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ U~q˘.
piiq (Convergence of the minimum free energy)
lim
~Ñ0
J ~min “ Jmin ă 0.
piiiq (Convergence of the potential function) For any sequence t~nu8n“1 such that ~n Ñ 0,
there exist a classical free energy minimizer
Q “ β˜`´ µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘
for (1.3), a subsequence of t~nu8n“1 pbut still denoted by t~nu8n“1q and txnu8n“1 such
that lim
nÑ8µ~n “ µ, and for any 0 ď α ă
1
5
,
lim
nÑ8 }∇pU~np¨ ´ xnq ´ Uq}L2pR3q ` }U~np¨ ´ xnq ´ U}C0,αpR3q “ 0.
pivq (Convergence via Wigner transform and To¨plitz quantization) Let W~r¨s and OpT~ r¨s
denote the Wigner transform and To¨plitz quantization, respectively (see Appendix A
for their definitions). Then,
lim
nÑ8 }W~nrτ´xnQ~nτxns ´Q}L8pR6q ` }τ´xnQ~nτxn ´Op
T
~n
rQs}BpL2q “ 0,
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where τx is the translation operator given as f ÞÑ fp¨ ´ xq.
The three subjects mentioned in Section 1.1, namely, stable steady states for the classical
stellar dynamics model (1.1), those for the quantum model (1.5), and semi-classical limit
of general states between two models, have been investigated separately by many authors.
However, in spite of its physical importance, to the best of authors’ knowledge, our main
theorem is the first result establishing convergence from quantum to classical steady states
in semi-classical limit, which lies in the intersection of the three important subjects.
Due to the conjecture on characterization of stable states for the classical model, an
important issue would be optimality of the conditions on β. However, we do not claim
optimality of the assumptions in Theorem 1.5. Indeed, as in Guo and Rein [27], a different
variational formulation, that is, the energy minimization under a mass-Casimir constraint,
would be helpful to extend the β-class. In addition, it could be improved further by the
new approach of Lemou, Me´hats and Raphae¨l [38]. However, these approaches have not yet
been employed to the quantum model. The currently known result [1] still uses the energy-
Casimir method, and it forces us to adhere to the free energy minimization problems. On
the other hand, we also emphasize that (A1)-(A4) in Theorem 1.5 are nothing but the
assumptions in Theorem 1.1 and 1.3. Therefore, these would be the best possible as long
as existence of free energy minimizers is known.
Proving convergence of quantum free energy minimizers is of interests by itself, but we
expect that our main theorem will also be helpful to explore their qualitative properties. In-
deed, it has been observed in many models that by convergence, uniqueness, non-degeneracy
and symmetries of minimizers for a limit model can be transferred to a “pre-limit” model as
long as the given parameter is small or large enough (see [31, 15] for example). We wish to
discover similar phenomena for quantum minimizers, but it is postponed to our forthcoming
work.
1.3. Outline of the proof. We sketch the main idea and the strategy of the proof of
our main theorem. This paper is mostly devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.5 piiq, that
is, convergence from the minimum quantum free energy J ~min to the minimum classical
free energy Jmin as ~ Ñ 0. The rest of the theorem then follows from the concentration-
compactness principle in [26, 45] and the properties of the Wigner transform and the To¨plitz
quantization.
In order to compare the quantum and the classical minimum free energies, we introduce
a family of auxiliary quantum states
γ~ :“ β˜
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘,
where Q “ β˜p´µ´p |p|2
2
´Upqqqq is a classical free energy minimizer such that Jmin “ J pQq
with MpQq “M , and a family of auxiliary classical distributions
f~pq, pq :“ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p |p|22 ´ U~pqqq˘,
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where Q~ “ β˜p´µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆ ´ U~qq is a quantum free energy minimizer such that J ~min “
J ~pQ~q with M~pQ~q “M . Then, we aim to show that
lim
~Ñ0
J ~pγ~q “ Jmin and lim
~Ñ0
M~pγ~q “M (1.8)
and
lim
nÑ8
!
J pf~nq ´ J ~nmin
)
“ 0 and lim
nÑ8Mpf~nq “M (1.9)
for any t~nu8n“1 with ~n Œ 0. Indeed, since Jmin ă 0, Theorem 1.5 piq follows from (1.8).
Moreover, by definition of the minimum free energies, (1.8) and (1.9) immediately imply
Theorem 1.5 piiq.
For the proof of (1.8) and (1.9), we employ the two main tools: the To¨plitz quantization
and Weyl’s law. The To¨plitz quantization OpT
~
r¨s is a way to convert classical distributions
to quantum observables (see Appendix A). There are several different kinds of quantizations,
such as the classical quantization and the Weyl quantization. One of the advantage of
using the To¨plitz quantization is that it preserves both positivity and self-adjointness. Our
key proposition (Proposition 3.1) measures closeness between classical distributions and
quantum states
lim
~Ñ0
›››OpT~ ”α` ´ µ´ p |p|22 ` V pqqq˘ı´ α` ´ µ´ p´~22 ∆` V q˘››› “ 0 (1.10)
for suitable real-valued function α : R Ñ R. Combining with the Lieb-Thirring inequality
(Theorem 2.1), it is used to prove convergence from the quantum to the classical potential
energies.
For convergence of the kinetic energy, the mass and the Casimir functionals, we employ
Weyl’s law (Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 7.2)
lim
~Ñ0
p2π~q3Np´E, ~, V q “
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : |p|2
2
` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
, E ą 0,
whereNp´E, ~, V q denotes the number of eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of the Schro¨dinger
operator ´~2
2
∆ ` V less than ´E ă 0. Weyl’s law provides a precise relation between the
number of eigenvalues and the measure in the phase space below a certain energy level. By
the layer cake representation, it is used to prove the convergence
lim
~Ñ0
Tr~
´
α
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘¯ “ ż
R6
α
`´ µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘dqdp (1.11)
for suitable α : R Ñ R. It should be noted that there are a few other ways to prove a
similar convergence for the Weyl and the To¨plitz quantizations exploiting the properties
of the transforms (see [2, 3] for instance) but it requires some regularity of the function
α. However, in our setting, both quantum and classical functionals are given in terms of
Hamiltonians ´~2
2
∆´U and |p|2
2
´Upqq, thus we may use Weyl’s law. One of benefits of using
Weyl’s law is that regularity of symbols is not required so that a large class of β is included.
We also would like to emphasize that Weyl’s law, employed in this article, is extended in
two ways. First, Weyl’s law is typically stated for short-range potentials i.e., V P L3{2pR3q
[44, Theorem XIII.80], so it cannot be directly applied to the potential functions U and U~.
Here, we extend it for long-range potentials V P LrpR3q with r ě 3{2 (Theorem 4.1). This
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is possible, because of the gap from the Lagrange multiplier ´µ. Secondly, for the proof
of (1.9), we need to put U~ in (1.11). To overcome the subtle issue that the potential U~
simultaneously varies in the limit ~ Ñ 0, we extend Weyl’s law for profile decompositions
(Proposition 7.2), and apply it to the profile decomposition of U~.
1.4. Organization of the rest of the paper. In Section 2, we define suitable operator
spaces for minimizers of (1.6), and introduce two fundamental inequalities for our analysis,
the Lieb-Thirring inequality and the interpolation estimate for distribution functions, which
are semi-classically consistent. Section 3 is devoted to the first key tool (1.10) mentioned
in Section 1.3. In Section 4, we prove Weyl’s law for long range potentials. Having the two
main analytic tools, we prove (1.8) in Section 5 and (1.9) in Section 6 and 7. Finally, in
Section 8, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5. The remaining sections consist of two
appendices. In Appendix A, we arrange the properties of the Wigner transform and To¨plitz
quantization. In Appendix B, we state the main result of Aki, Dolbeault and Sparber [1]
on thermal effects of quantum model, and give some comments.
1.5. Acknowledgement. This research of the first author was supported by Basic Science
Research Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the
Ministry of Education (NRF-2017R1C1B5076348). This research of the second author was
supported by Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation
of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education (NRF-2017R1C1B1008215). This
research of the third author was supported by Basic Science Research Program through
the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF-2017R1D1A1A09000768).
2. Preliminaries
We introduce the operator spaces and provide two fundamental inequalities, namely
the Lieb-Thirring inequality (Theorem 2.1) and the interpolation estimates (Theorem 2.3).
They will be crucially used to formulate the quantum and the classical variational problems
(1.3) and (1.6) in a semi-classically consistent way. In Remark 2.4, we emphasize the
substantial role of the Lieb-Thirring inequality in our analysis.
2.1. Operator spaces. For 1 ď α ď 8, the Schatten class Sα is defined by the Banach
space of compact self-adjoint1 operators on L2 “ L2pR3;Cq with the norm
}γ}Sα :“
#`
Tr|γ|α˘ 1α if 1 ď α ă 8,
}γ} if α “ 8,
where we mean by }γ} the operator norm of γ. In particular, S1 is the trace-class, S2 is
the Hilbert-Schmidt class, and S8 is the set of all compact self-adjoint operators. See the
1In fact, the Schatten class is defined as a space of compact operators without restricting to self-adjoint
operators. However, with abuse of notations, we call its self-adjoint subspace the Schatten class, because
only self-adjoint operators are treated in this article.
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monograph [50] for an exhaustive reference. Next, we define the (homogeneous) trace-class
Sobolev space 9H1 :“ tγ : ?´∆γ?´∆ P S1u equipped with the norm
}γ} 9H1 :“
››?´∆γ?´∆››
S1
.
For notational convenience, if there is no confusion, we denote
Tr
`p´∆qγ˘ :“ Tr`?´∆γ?´∆˘. (2.1)
Indeed, by cyclicity of trace, (2.1) holds for smooth finite-rank operators.
For alternative interpretation of the operator spaces, we recall that any compact self-
adjoint operator has an eigenfunction expansion of the form
γ “
8ÿ
j“1
λj |φjy xφj | ,
where tφju8j“1 is the set of mutually L2 orthonormal eigenfunctions of the given operator
and λj’s are the corresponding eigenvalues with λj Ñ 0. Here, with physicists’ bra-ket
notation, |φy xφ| denotes a one-particle projector, i.e.,
ψpxq ÞÑ
´
|φy xφ|ψy
¯
pxq “ φpxq
ż
R3
φpx1qψpx1qdx1.
By the eigenfunction expansion, the Schatten α-norm is simply the ℓα-norm of eigenvalues,
}γ}Sα “
››tλju8j“1››ℓα
and the trace-class Sobolev norm is written by
}γ} 9H1 “
8ÿ
j“1
λj}∇φj}2L2 .
The operator γ is frequently identified with its kernel γpx, x1q represented as
γpx, x1q “
8ÿ
j“1
λjφjpxqφjpx1q.
Then, the density function ργ is given by
ργpxq “ γpx, xq “
8ÿ
j“1
λj|φjpxq|2.
2.2. Two fundamental inequalities. We recall the following variant of the Lieb-Thirring
inequality, which we still call the Lieb-Thirring inequality in this article.
Theorem 2.1 (Lieb-Thirring inequality). Let 1 ď α ď 8. If γ P 9H1XSα such that γ ě 0,
then
}ργ}
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À }γ}
2α
5α´3
Sα
}?´∆γ?´∆}
3pα´1q
5α´3
S1
, (2.2)
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where ργpxq “ γpx, xq is the density function. As a consequence, if 1 ď α ă 8 and γ is
non-negative, then
}ρ~γ}
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À
!
Tr~
`
γα
˘) 2
5α´3
!
Tr~
`p´~2∆qγ˘) 3pα´1q5α´3 (2.3)
for ~ P p0, 1s, where the implicit constants are independent of ~. Moreover, we have
}ρ~γ}L 53 pR3q À }γ}
2
5
!
Tr~
`p´~2∆qγ˘) 35 . (2.4)
When α “ 8, (2.2) is “the” Lieb-Thirring inequality [39]. For the proof of the non-
endpoint case α ă 8, we refer to the appendix of P.-L. Lions and Paul [34]. The proof
involves the dual formulation of the Lieb-Thirring inequality stated below. It will also be
used later to obtain uniform bounds for quantum free energy minimizers (see Lemma 6.2).
Lemma 2.2 (Dual formulation of the Lieb-Thirring inequality). Suppose that V P L 32`αpR3q
for some α ą 0. Let λ1 ď λ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 0 be negative eigenvalues of the Schro¨dinger operator
´∆` V . Then, ÿ
j
|λj |α À
ż
R3
pV´q 32`αdx, (2.5)
where a´ “ maxt´a, 0u. As a consequence, if λ~;1 ď λ~;2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 0 are negative eigenvalues
of the Schro¨dinger operator ´~2
2
∆` V with 0 ă ~ ď 1, then
p2π~q3
ÿ
j
|λ~;j |α À
ż
R3
pV´q
3
2
`αdx, (2.6)
where the implicit constant is independent of ~.
Proof. For the proof of (2.5), we refer to Lemma in Appendix of [34]. For (2.6), we note
that λ is an eigenvalue of ´~2
2
∆`V if and only if it is an eigenvalue of ´∆`V p~¨q because
by simple scaling, p´~2
2
∆ ` V qφ “ λφ can be reformulated as p´∆ ` V p ~?
2
¨qqpφp ~?
2
¨qq “
λφp ~?
2
¨q. Thus, (2.5) implies (2.6). 
We also recall the interpolation estimate for classical distribution functions.
Theorem 2.3 (Interpolation estimate). Let 1 ď α ď 8. If f P LαpR6q and |p|2f P L1pR6q,
then
}ρf }
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À }f}
2α
5α´3
LαpR6q}|p|2f}
3pα´1q
5α´3
L1pR6q. (2.7)
Remark 2.4. piq When γ is a one-particle projector, i.e., γ “ |φy xφ| with }φj}L2 “ 1, the
Lieb-Thirring inequality (2.2) deduces the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality
}φ}
L
2p5α´3q
3α´1 pR3q
À }φ}
2α
5α´3
L2pR3q}∇φ}
3pα´1q
5α´3
L2pR3q “ }∇φ}
3pα´1q
5α´3
L2pR3q.
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When γ “ řNj“1 |φjy xφj | and tφjuNj“1 is an orthonormal set in L2pR3q, the inequality (2.2)
implies that››› Nÿ
j“1
|φj |2
›››
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À N 25α´3
" Nÿ
j“1
}∇φj}2L2pR3q
* 3pα´1q
5α´3
“ OpN 3α´15α´3 q.
To get to the heart of matter, let us naively estimate the square sum using the triangle and
the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities without exploiting cancellation from orthogonality,››› Nÿ
j“1
|φj |2
›››
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
ď
Nÿ
j“1
}φj}2
L
2p5α´3q
3α´1 pR3q
À
Nÿ
j“1
}∇φj}
6pα´1q
5α´3
L2pR3q “ OpNq.
Comparing the above two inequalities, one can see that the Lieb-Thirring inequality cap-
tures a summability gain from orthogonality. Similar gain of summability has been recently
discovered for time evolution problems by Frank-Lewin-Lieb-Seiringer [20], and it has been
extended in [21, 8].
piiq The Lieb-Thirring inequality (2.2) is semi-classically consistent in the sense that its re-
formulated inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) agree with the interpolation estimates (2.7). Indeed,
by the properties of the To¨plitz quantization (see Appendix A), Theorem 2.3 can be derived
inserting OpT~ rf s into the inequality (2.3) and then taking ~Ñ 0.
piiiq The Lieb-Thirring inequality (2.2) can be extended to
}ργ}
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À }γ}
2α
5α´3
Sα˜
}?´∆γ?´∆}
3pα´1q
5α´3
S1
for 1 ď α˜ ď α, using the trivial embedding Sα˜ ãÑ Sα. However, if we put ~ as in (2.3), the
above inequality leads to
}ρ~γ}
L
5α´3
3α´1 pR3q
À ~´
6pα´α˜q
p5α´3qα˜
!
Tr~
`
γα˜
˘) 2αp5α´3qα˜ !
Tr~
`p´~2∆qγ˘) 3pα´1q5α´3
for non-negative operators. Note that if α˜ ă α, the implicit constant blows up as ~ Ñ 0.
Thus, only the inequality (2.2), i.e., the case α˜ “ α, can be used in semi-classical analysis.
pivq In the work of Aki, Dolbeault and Sparber [1] (see Theorem 1.3), the Sobolev inequality
}ργ}L3pR3q À
››?´∆γ?´∆››
S1
(2.8)
(with no gain of summability) is employed to construct a minimizer for the variational
problem (1.6), and it allows to include a larger class of β for fixed ~ “ 1. However, the
inequality (2.8) is not semi-classically consistent. Indeed, the corresponding inequality for
distribution functions, i.e., }ρf}L3pR3q À }|v|2f}L1pR6q, does not hold. Therefore, the β class
in Theorem 1.3 needs to be reduced in our analysis.
3. To¨plitz quantization of functions of a Hamiltonian
In this section, we consider the To¨plitz quantization (or the Wick quantization) of func-
tions of a classical Hamiltonian. By the To¨plitz quantization, we mean the map from
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classical distributions to quantum states, given by
OpT~ rf s “
1
p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|fpq, pqdqdp,
where
ϕ~pq,pqpxq “
1
pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ e
ip¨x
~
is a coherent state. See Appendix A for the basic properties of the To¨plitz quantization.
The following proposition asserts that the To¨plitz quantization of a function of the classi-
cal Hamiltonian can be approximated by the corresponding quantum state, and vice versa.
Later, this proposition will be used in several places to compare quantum and classical
potential energies.
Proposition 3.1 (To¨plitz quantization for a classical Hamiltonian). Let α : R Ñ R be a
non-negative continuous function such that αptq “ 0 for t ď 0. Suppose that µ~ Ñ µ ą 0 as
~Ñ 0, and that a family of real-valued functions V~ satisfies
sup
~Pp0,1s
}V~}
C0,
1
5 pR3q ă 8.
Then, we have
lim
~Ñ0
›››OpT~ ”α`´ µ~ ´ p |p|22 ` V~pqqq˘ı´ α`´ µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆` V~q˘››› “ 0. (3.1)
For the proof, we employ convergence of Hamiltonians in the resolvent sense.
Lemma 3.2 (Resolvent convergence). Suppose that
sup
~Pp0,1s
}V~}
C
0, 1
5 pR3q ă 8.
Then, for 0 ă ~ ď 1, we have›››OpT~ ” 11
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
ı
´ `´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1››› À ~ 110 `1` }V~}
C
0, 1
5 pR3q
˘
.
Proof. We consider the bilinear form
Bpψ1, ψ2q :“
A
ψ1
ˇˇˇ
OpT~
” 1
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
ı
´ `´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1 ˇˇˇ
ψ2
E
.
Using that
1
p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|dqdp
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is the identity on L2pR3q, the two operators in the bilinear form can be combined into a
single integral,
OpT~
” 1
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
ı
´ `´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1
“ 1p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|
! 1
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
´ `´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1)
dqdp
“ 1p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|
´~2
2
∆´ 1
2
|p|2 ` V~ ´ V~pqq
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
`´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1
dqdp.
Hence, we have
Bpψ1, ψ2q “ 1p2π~q3
ż
R6
xψ1|ϕ~pq,pqyxp´~
2
2
∆´ 1
2
|p|2 ` V~ ´ V~pqqqϕ~pq,pq|ψ˜2y
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
dqdp, (3.2)
where
ψ˜2 :“
`´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1
ψ2.
By the Fourier transform, the first factor becomes
xψ1|ϕ~pq,pqy “
ż
R3
ψ1pxq 1pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ e´
ip¨x
~ dx “ pFxΨ1q
`
p
~
˘
,
where
Ψ1pq, xq :“ 1pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ ψ1pxq.
For the second factor, a direct calculation yields
xp´~2
2
∆´ 1
2
|p|2 ` V~ ´ V~pqqqϕ~pq,pq|ψ˜2y “ ´ip ¨ pFx~Ψ2;1qpp~q ` pFxΨ2;2qpp~ q
“ pFxp~∇ ¨ ~Ψ2;1qqpp~ q ` pFxΨ2;2qpp~ q,
where
~Ψ2;1pq, xq :“ ´px´ qq 1pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ ψ˜2pxq
and
Ψ2;2pq, xq :“
!
´ |x´q|2
2
` 3~
2
` V~pxq ´ V~pqq
) 1
pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ ψ˜2pxq.
Collecting all, we write (3.2) as
Bpψ1, ψ2q “ 1p2π~q3
ż
R6
pFxΨ1qpq, p~q
pFxp~∇ ¨ ~Ψ2;1q ` FxΨ2;2qpq, p~q
1
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
dqdp
“ 1p2πq3
ż
R6
FxΨ1pq, pqFxp~∇ ¨
~Ψ2;1qpq, pq ` FxΨ2;2pq, pq
~2
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
dpdq
“
ż
R6
Ψ1pq, xq
`´ ~2
2
∆` V~pqq ˘ i
˘´1!
~∇ ¨ ~Ψ2;1 `Ψ2;2
)
pq, xqdxdq,
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where Parseval’s identity is used for the p-variable in the last step. Hence, by Ho¨lder’s
inequality, we obtain
|Bpψ1, ψ2q| ď }Ψ1}L2q,x
!››`´ ~2
2
∆`V~pqq˘i
˘´1
~∇¨~Ψ2;1
››
L2q,x
`››`´ ~2
2
∆`V~pqq˘i
˘´1
Ψ2;2
››
L2q,x
)
.
Note that as Fourier multiplier operators,››`´ ~2
2
∆` V~pqq ˘ i
˘´1
~∇
›› „ ››› ~p
~2
2
|p|2 ` V~pqq ˘ i
›››
L8p
À 1` }V~}1{2L8
and ››`´ ~2
2
∆` V~pqq ˘ i
˘´1›› ď 1.
Thus, it follows that
|Bpψ1, ψ2q| À }Ψ1}L2q,x
!
p1` }V~}L8q}~Ψ2;1}L2q,x ` }Ψ2;2}L2q,x
)
.
By the definitions of Ψ1, ~Ψ2;1 and Ψ2;2, we have
}Ψ1}L2q,x “ }ψ1}L2 ,
}~Ψ2;1}L2q,x À
?
~
››`´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1
ψ2
››
L2x
À
?
~}ψ2}L2
and
}Ψ2;2}L2q,x À
!
~` ~ 110 }V~}
C
0, 1
5
)››`´ ~2
2
∆` V~ ˘ i
˘´1
ψ2
››
L2x
À ~ 110 p1` }V~}
C
0, 1
5
q}ψ2}L2 .
Inserting them into the above inequality, we prove that
|Bpψ1, ψ2q| À ~ 110
`
1` }V~}
C0,
1
5
˘}ψ1}L2}ψ2}L2 .
Therefore, the proposition follows by duality. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For notational convenience, we denote
H~ “ 12 |p|2 ` V~pqq and Hˆ~ “ ´~
2
2
∆` V~.
Observe that
´µ~ ´H~ “ ´V~pqq ´ pµ~ ` 12 |p|2q ď }V~}L8
and as a quadratic form,
´µ~ ´ Hˆ~ “ ´V~ ´
`
µ~ ´ ~22 ∆
˘ ď }V~}L8 .
Thus, introducing a continuous function α˜ : RÑ R such that
α˜ptq “
#
αptq if t ď A` 1,
0 if t ě A` 2,
where
A :“ sup
~Pp0,1s
}V~}L8 ,
we may replace α by α˜ in (3.1).
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Recall that by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, polynomials in 1
t`i and
1
t´i are dense in
C0pRq, that is, the collection of continuous functions vanishing at infinity (see [43]). Hence,
given ǫ ą 0, there exists a polynomial
P ptq “
Nÿ
j,k“1
ajk
1
pt` iqj
1
pt´ iqk
such that
}α˜´ P }C0pR;Cq ď ǫ.
Using this polynomial, we decompose
OpT~
“
αp´µ~ ´H~q`
‰´ αp´µ~ ´ Hˆ~q`
“ OpT~
“
α˜p´µ~ ´H~q
‰´ α˜p´µ~ ´ Hˆ~q
“ OpT~
“
P p´µ~ ´H~qq
‰´ P p´µ~ ´ Hˆ~qloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
A~
`OpT~
“pα˜´ P qp´µ~ ´H~q‰loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
B~
´ pα˜´ P qp´µ~ ´ Hˆ~qlooooooooooomooooooooooon
C~
.
By the property of the To¨plitz quantization (Propositions A.1) and functional calculus (see
[43] for instance) respectively, we obtain
}B~} ď
››pα˜´ P qp´µ~ ´H~q››L8pR6q ď ǫ,
}C~} ď }α˜´ P }L8pRq ď ǫ.
For A~, we further decompose as
A~ “ A1;~ `A2;~,
where
A1;~ “
Nÿ
j,k“1
p´1qj`kajkOpT~
„
1
pH~ ` µ~ ´ iqjpH~ ` µ~ ` iqk

´
Nÿ
j,k“1
p´1qj`kajkOpT~
„
1
H~ ` µ~ ´ i
j
OpT~
„
1
H~ ` µ~ ` i
k
and
A2;~ “
Nÿ
j,k“1
p´1qj`kajkOpT~
„
1
H~ ` µ~ ´ i
j
OpT~
„
1
H~ ` µ~ ` i
k
´
Nÿ
j,k“1
p´1qj`kajk 1pHˆ~ ` µ~ ´ iqj
1
pHˆ~ ` µ~ ` iqk
.
Then, Proposition A.3 implies that }A1;~} Ñ 0, while Lemma 3.2 implies that }A2;~} Ñ 0.
Therefore, collecting all, we complete the proof. 
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4. Weyl’s law for long-range potentials
In the next section, Weyl’s law will be employed to compare quantum and classical
functionals. Weyl’s law is a classical theorem providing an asymptotic relation between the
number of eigenvalues and the volume in the phase space. As for Schro¨dinger operators with
decaying potentials, Weyl’s law is mostly stated under the assumption that a potential is
contained in L
3
2 pR3q, and this assumption is unavoidable to count all negative eigenvalues.
Meanwhile, the potential functions we deal with here are not in L
3
2 pR3q, because U “
1
|x| ˚ ρQ decay at best „ 1|x| as xÑ 8. Nevertheless, in our case, the cutoffs in free energy
minimizers rule out negative eigenvalues near zero, and this fact allows us to include long-
range potentials. In this section, we give a version of Weyl’s law that fits into our long
range setting.
Let V be a real-valued potential. For E ą 0 and ~ ą 0, we denote by Np´E, ~, V q the
number of eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of the Schro¨dinger operator ´~2
2
∆ ` V less
than ´E, i.e.,
Np´E, ~, V q “ dim
!
Ran 1p´8,´Eqp´~22 ∆` V q
)
.
Theorem 4.1 (Weyl’s law). Let E ą 0. Suppose that V P LrpR3q for some r ě 3
2
. Then,
we have
lim
~Ñ0
p2π~q3Np´E, ~, V q “
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : |p|2
2
` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
. (4.1)
Remark 4.2. Since E ą 0, the integral on the right hand side of (4.1) is finite when V P
LrpR3q with r ě 3
2
(see Lemma 4.4).
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 requires merely minor modifications of that of [44,
Theorem XIII.80], so we just give a sketch of it. One difference is that the following variant
of the Cwikel-Lieb-Rozenblum (CLR) bound is employed to deal with long-range potentials.
Lemma 4.3 (Cwikel-Lieb-Rozenblum type bound). Let E ą 0. Suppose that V P LrpR3q
for some r ě 3
2
. Then, we have
Np´E, ~, V q À 1
Er´
3
2~3
}V´}rLrpR3q.
Proof. The proof is identical to that in [19], but it is included for readers’ convenience.
It suffices to show the inequality for E “ 1 and ~ “ ?2. Indeed, a simple calculation
shows p´~2
2
∆`V qφ “ λφ with λ ă ´E if and only if p´∆` 1
E
V p ~?
2E
¨qqφp ~?
2E
¨q “ λ
E
φp ~?
2E
¨q
with λ
E
ă ´1. Thus, Np´E, ~, V q “ Np´1,?2, 1
E
V p ~?
2E
¨qq holds, so the proof of the lemma
can be reduced to the special case E “ 1 and ~ “ ?2.
Let ψ1, ..., ψN be linearly independent functions in the spectral space corresponding to
the spectrum of ´∆` V on the negative interval p´8,´1q. We normalize these functions
so that
@?
1´∆ψj
ˇˇ?
1´∆ψk
D “ δjk, and set γ “ řNj“1 |ψjy xψj |. By construction,
0 ď ?1´∆γ?1´∆ ď 1 and Trγ1{2p1´∆qγ1{2 “ N.
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Hence, we have
0 ě Tr`γ1{2p1´∆` V qγ1{2˘ “ Tr`γ1{2p1´∆qγ1{2˘`TrpV γq
“ N `
ż
R3
V pxqργpxqdx ě N ´
ż
R3
V´pxqργpxqdx
ě N ´ }V´}Lr}ργ}Lr1 .
(4.2)
On the other hand, by Rumin’s inequality [46]
}ργ}3L3 À Tr
`
γ1{2p´∆qγ1{2˘
for 0 ď γ ď p´∆q´1, we obtain
}ργ}r1Lr1 “
ż
ργpxqě1
`
ż
ργpxqď1
ργpxqr1dx ď }ργ}3L3 ` }ργ}L1
À Tr`γ1{2p´∆qγ1{2˘` Trγ “ Tr`γ1{2p1´∆qγ1{2˘ “ N,
where in the first inequality, we used that r1 ď 3. Inserting this bound in (4.2), we prove
the desired inequality. 
We also employ the classical analogue of the above CLR bound.
Lemma 4.4. Let E ą 0. Suppose that V P LrpR3q for some r ě 3
2
. Then, we haveˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
À E´pr´ 32 q}V´}rLrpR3q.
Proof. It is obvious that 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´1 if and only if 1
2
|p|2 ´ V˜ pqq ď ´1, where
V˜ pqq :“ maxt´V pqq, 1u. Hence, a simple estimate yields the lemma with E “ 1,ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´1
)ˇˇˇ
“ 8
?
2π
3
ż
V˜ pxqě1
`
V˜ pxq ´ 1˘ 32 dx ď 8?2π
3
ż
R3
V´pxqrdx.
Then, the desired inequality for E ą 0 follows by scaling p ÞÑ ?Ep. 
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, we prove the theorem assuming that V is continuous
and it has compact support. We observe that Np´E, ~, V q “ Np0,?2, 1
~2
pV `Eqq, because
p´~2
2
∆ ` V qφ “ λjφ with λj ă ´E if and only if p´∆ ` 2~2 pV ` Eqqφ “ λ˜jφ with λ˜j “
2
~2
pλj ` Eq ă 0. Thus, we may reformulate (4.1) in a similar form as [44, Section XIII.15]:
lim
~Ñ0
p2π~q3N`0,?2, 2
~2
pV ` Eq˘ “ ˇˇˇ!pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
. (4.3)
To show (4.3), we follow the argument in [44]. We take a large cube p´k, kq3 containing
the support of V , and decompose into small cubes. Then, we approximate the operator
´∆ ` 2
~2
pV ` Eq as a direct sum of ´∆ ` 2E
h2
on R3zp´k, kq3 and Dirichlet and Neumann
Laplacians with constant potentials on small cubes. Here, the presence of the constant E
is not essential. Thus, (4.3) can be proved by the same way.
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We now consider the case V is merely in Lr. Fix arbitrarily small δ P p0, E
2
s, and for
small ǫ ą 0, let Vǫ P C8c pR3q such that }V ´ Vǫ}Lr ď ǫ. Then, we decompose
´~2
2
∆` V ` E “
”
´ p1´δq~2
2
∆` Vǫ ` E ´ δ
ı
`
”
´ δ~2
2
∆` δ ` pV ´ Vǫq
ı
.
Recalling from the proof of [Reed-Simon, Theorem XIII.80] that
dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qpA`Bq
)
ď dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qpAq
)
` dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qpBq
)
(4.4)
provided that the quadratic forms A and B are self-adjoint and bounded below, and QpAqX
QpBq are dense, we write
Np´E, ~, V q “ dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qp´~22 ∆` V ` Eq
)
ď dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qp´ p1´δq~
2
2
∆` Vǫ ` E ´ δq
)
` dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qp´ δ~22 ∆` δ ` pV ´ Vǫqq
)
“ dim
!
Ran 1p´8,´E´δ
1´δ
qp´~
2
2
∆` 1
1´δVǫq
)
` dim
!
Ran 1p´8,´1qp´~22 ∆` 1δ pV ´ Vǫqq
)
“ N
´
´ E´δ
1´δ , ~,
1
1´δVǫ
¯
`N
´
´ 1, ~, 1
δ
pV ´ Vǫq
¯
.
(4.5)
For the first term on the right hand side of (4.5), we apply Theorem 4.1 for compactly
supported continuous potentials,
lim
~Ñ0
p2π~q3N
´
´ E´δ
1´δ , ~,
1
1´δVǫ
¯
“
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` 1
1´δV pqq ď ´E´δ1´δ
)ˇˇˇ
“ 1
p1´ δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´pE ´ δq
)ˇˇˇ
.
.
For the second term, we apply the Cwikel-Lieb-Rozenblum bound (Lemma 4.3),
p2π~q3N `´1, ~, 1
δ
pV ´ Vǫq
˘ À 1
δr
}V ´ Vǫ}rLr “
ǫr
δr
.
Collecting, we obtain
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~q3Np´E, ~, V q ď 1
p1´ δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2`V pqq ď ´pE´ δq
)ˇˇˇ
`O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
.
Therefore, sending ǫÑ 0 and then δ Ñ 0, we prove that
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~q3Np´E, ~, V q ď
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
.
For the opposite direction, we decompose
´~2
2
∆` Vǫ ` E ` δ “
”
´ p1´δq~2
2
∆` pV ` Eq
ı
`
”
´ δ~2
2
∆` δ ` pVǫ ´ V q
ı
.
Then, repeating the same argument, we prove that
lim inf
~Ñ0
p2π~q3Np´E, ~, V q ě
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
.
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Combining two inequalities, we complete the proof. 
5. Quantum states from classical minimizers
We begin this section with summarizing properties of minimizers for the classical varia-
tional problem (1.3).
Proposition 5.1 (Properties of classical minimizers [26, 45]). Suppose that β satisfies
(A1)´(A3). Given M ą 0, let Q be a minimizer for the variational problem (1.3) of the
form
Q “ β˜`´ µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘,
where U “ 1|x| ˚ ρQ (see Theorem 1.1). Then, it satisfies the following properties.
piq (Negativity of minimum value) Jmin “ J pQq ă 0.
piiq (Support) Q has compact support in R6.
piiiq (Lagrange multiplier)
´µ “ 1
M
ż
R6
p |p|2
2
´ Upqq ` β1pQqqQ dqdp ă 0.
pivq (Symmetry) ρQ and U are radially symmetric up to translation.
pvq (Regularity) ρQ P C1c pR3q and U P C2locpR3q X L3,8pR3q. In particular, U P L8pR3q.
pviq (Uniqueness) If βpsq “ sm, for some m ą 5
3
, then the minimizer Q is unique up to
translation.
Now, we introduce an auxiliary quantum state by
γ~ “ β˜
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘ (5.1)
with the same potential function ´U in Proposition 5.1. Indeed, it is a natural quantization
of Q in view of the quantum-classical correspondence p Ø ´i~∇. By construction, γ~ is
nonnegative, compact and self-adjoint.
The main result of this section asserts that the quantum state γ~ asymptotically admits
the mass constraint, and that its free energy (i.e., the value of the energy-Casimir functional)
converges to the classical minimum free energy.
Proposition 5.2 (Quantum states from a classical minimizer). Suppose that β satisfies
(A1)´(A3). The quantum state γ~, given by (5.1), obeys
lim
~Ñ0
J ~pγ~q “ Jmin and lim
~Ñ0
M~pγ~q “M.
As a consequence, we have
lim sup
~Ñ0
J ~min ď Jmin ă 0. (5.2)
The proof of the proposition is divided into two parts. For the first part, using Weyl’s
law (Theorem 4.1), we prove convergence of the mass and the Casimir functionals.
Lemma 5.3.
lim
~Ñ0
M~pγ~q “M (mass), lim
~Ñ0
C~pγ~q “ CpQq (Casimir), (5.3)
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and
lim
~Ñ0
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆´ Uqγ~
˘ “ ż
R6
` |p|2
2
´ Upqq˘Qpq, pqdqdp. (5.4)
Proof. It suffices to show that
lim
~Ñ0
Tr~
´
α
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘¯ “ ż
R6
α
`´ µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘dqdp (5.5)
for any strictly increasing α P CpRq such that αpsq “ 0 for s ď 0. Indeed, if it is proved,
we may set α “ β˜ for the mass, α “ β ˝ β˜ for the Casimir functional, or α “ sβ˜ for (5.4).
For the proof of (5.5), we use the layer cake representation to write
Tr
´
α
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘¯ “ÿ
j
αpλjq “
ż 8
0
#tj;λj ą λudνpλq,
where tλju denotes the set of the non-negative eigenvalues of ´µ´ p´~22 ∆´Uq, #A is the
total number of elements of a set A, and ν is a measure on the Borel sets of the positive
real-line r0,8q such that αptq “ νpr0, tqq. Note that p´µ´p´~2
2
∆´Uqqφ “ λjφ with λj ą λ
if and only if p´~2
2
∆´Uqφ “ ´pµ`λjqφ with ´pµ`λjq ă ´pµ`λq. Hence, it follows that
Tr~
´
α
`´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘¯ “ ż 8
0
N
`´ pµ` λq, ~,´U˘dνpλq,
whereNp´E, ~, V q denotes the number of eigenvalues of the Schro¨dinger operator ´~2
2
∆`V
less than ´E. Consequently, Weyl’s law (Theorem 4.1) yields
lim
~Ñ0
Tr
´
α
` ´ µ´ p´~2
2
∆´ Uq˘¯ “ ż 8
0
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ Upqq ă ´pµ` λq
)ˇˇˇ
dνpλq
“
ż 8
0
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : ´µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq ą λ
)ˇˇˇ
dνpλq.
Therefore, applying the layer cake representation again but backwardly, we obtain the right
hand side of (5.5). 
As a corollary, we have the following bounds.
Corollary 5.4.
sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
`p´~2∆qγ~˘ ă 8 and sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~γ~}L1pR3qXL 53 pR3q ă 8.
Proof. Tr~p´~2∆γ~q is uniformly bounded, because by (5.3) and (5.4),
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qγ~
˘ “ Tr~`p´~2
2
∆´ Uqγ~
˘` Tr~pUγ~q
ď Tr~`p´~2
2
∆´ Uqγ~
˘` }U}L8Tr~pγ~q
“
ż
R6
` |p|2
2
´ Upqq˘Qpq, pqdqdp ` }U}L8M ` op~q.
The bound for the density function ρ~γ~ follows from the Lieb-Thirring inequality (Theorem
2.1) and the fact that }γ~} ď β˜p}U}L8q. 
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Secondly, we employ Proposition 3.1 to prove convergence of the potential energy.
Lemma 5.5.
lim
~Ñ0
ż
R6
ρ~γ~pxqρ~γ~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy “
ż
R6
ρQpxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy (5.6)
and
lim
~Ñ0
ż
R6
ρ~γ~pxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy “
ż
R6
ρQpxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy. (5.7)
Proof. For (5.6), we writeż
R6
ρ~γ~pxqρ~γ~pyq
|x´ y| ´
ρQpxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy “
ż
R6
pρ~γ~ ´ ρQqpxqpρ~γ~ ` ρQqpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
“
ż
R6
pρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQsqpxqpρ~γ~ ` ρQqpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
`
ż
R6
pρ~
OpT
~
rQs ´ ρQqpxqpρ~γ~ ` ρQqpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
“: I ` II.
(5.8)
For II, by the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.4, we
obtain
II À }ρ~
OpT
~
rQs ´ ρQ}L 65 }ρ
~
γ~
` ρQ}
L
6
5
À }ρ~
OpT
~
rQs ´ ρQ}L 65 .
Hence, Proposition A.2 implies that II Ñ 0.
For I, applying the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and the Lp interpolation theo-
rem, we obtain
I À }ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs}L 65 }ρ
~
γ~
` ρQ}
L
6
5
ď }ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs}
5
12
L
5
3
}ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs}
7
12
L1
}ρ~γ~ ` ρQ}L 65
ď }ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs}
5
12
L
5
3
!
}ρ~γ~}L1 ` }ρQ}L1
) 7
12
!
}ρ~γ~}L 65 ` }ρQ}L 65
)
.
By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.4, the last two factors on the right hand side bound
are uniformly bounded. Thus, it suffices to show ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs Ñ 0 in L
5
3 . Indeed, by the
Lieb-Thirring inequality (Theorem 2.1), we have
}ρ~γ~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rQs}L 53 À }γ~ ´Op
T
~ rQs}
2
5
!
p2π~q3››|∇|pγ~ ´OpT~ rQsq|∇|››S1) 35
ď }γ~ ´OpT~ rQs}
2
5
!
Tr~
`p´~2∆qγ~˘` Tr~`p´~2∆qOpT~ rQs˘) 35 .
Note that by Corollary 5.4, Tr~pp´~2∆qγ~q is uniformly bounded, while by Proposition A.2
Tr~
`p´~2∆qOpT~ rQs˘Ñĳ |p|2Qpq, pqdqdp.
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On the other hand, by Proposition 3.1, γ~ ´ OpT~ rQs converges to zero in the operator
norm. Therefore, collecting all, we complete the proof of (5.6). The convergence (5.7) can
be proved by the same way. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. By (5.3), it suffices to show convergence in energy. Indeed, (5.4)
and Lemma 5.5 imply that
E~pγ~q ´ EpQq “ Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆´ Uqγ~
˘´ ż
R6
` |p|2
2
´ Upqq˘Qpq, pqdqdp
`
ż
R6
ρQpxqρ~γ~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ´
ż
R6
ρQpxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
´ 1
2
ż
R6
ρ~γ~pxqρ~γ~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy `
1
2
ż
R6
ρQpxqρQpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
converges to zero. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5 piq. By Theorem 1.3 piq, the strict inequality (5.2) implies existence
of a quantum free energy minimizer. 
6. Properties of the quantum minimizers
In the next section, we will prove
lim inf
~Ñ0
J ~min ě Jmin, (6.1)
with which (5.2) implies J ~min Ñ Jmin. In this section, as a preparation, we collect useful
properties of quantum minimizers that are uniform in all small ~ ą 0.
Let
Q~ “ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ Uhq˘ (6.2)
be a minimizer for the variational problem (1.6) whose existence is proved in the previous
section. We denote by ´µj “ ´µ~;j the negative eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of the
Schro¨dinger operator ´~2
2
∆ ´ U~ with non-decreasing order ´µ1 ď ´µ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 0, and let
φj “ φ~;j be the L2-normalized real-valued eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue
´µj, i.e.,
p´~2
2
∆´ U~qφj “ ´µjφj . (6.3)
From these notations and by functional calculus, we deduce the eigenfunction expansion for
the quantum minimizer
Q~ “
ÿ
´µjă´µ~
λj |φjy xφj| , (6.4)
where
λj :“ β˜pµj ´ µ~q pequivalently, µj “ µ~ ` β1pλjqq. (6.5)
The following uniform bounds are an immediate consequence of the Lieb-Thirring in-
equality (Theorem 2.1) and the variational character of quantum minimizers.
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Lemma 6.1 (Uniform bounds for quantumminimizers). Suppose that β satisfies (A1)´(A4)
and let Q~ be a minimizer for the quantum variational problem (1.6) of the form (6.2).
Then, the following hold.
piq (Minimum free energy bound)
sup
~Pp0,1s
J ~min ă 8.
piiq (Kinetic energy and Casimir functional bounds)
sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
`p´~2∆qQ~˘ ă 8, sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
`
βpQ~q
˘ ă 8.
piiiq (Density function and potential energy bounds)
sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L 65 pR3q ă 8, sup
~Pp0,1s
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ă 8
Proof. First, we note that piq is proved in Proposition 5.2. For piiq, we estimate the poten-
tial energy by the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and the Lieb-Thirring inequality
(Theorem 2.1),ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy À }ρQ~}
2
L
6
5
À
"
Tr~
`
Q
9
7
~
˘* 76 !
Tr~
`p´~2∆qQ~˘) 12 . (6.6)
By the assumption (A2), we have
Tr~
`
Q
9
7
~
˘ “ p2π~q3ÿ
j
λ
9
7
j “ p2π~q3
ÿ
λjăR
λ
9
7
j ` p2π~q3
ÿ
λjěR
λ
9
7
j
ď R 27 p2π~q3
ÿ
λjăR
λj ` 1
Rm´
9
7
p2π~q3
ÿ
λjěR
λmj
ď R 27M ` 1
CRm´
9
7
Tr~
`
βpQ~q
˘
.
for any large R ě 1. Taking R “ maxtpTr~pβpQ~qq
CM
q 1m´1 , 1u, the above bound can be optimized
as
Tr~
`
Q
9
7
~
˘ ďM ` 2C´ 27pm´1qM 7m´97pm´1q!Tr~`βpQ~q˘) 27pm´1q .
Hence, inserting it into (6.6) and then applying Young’s inequality with 3m´5
6pm´1q` 13pm´1q`12 “
1, we prove that there exists D ą 0, independent of ~ P p0, 1s, such that
1
2
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ď DM
7m´9
3m´5 ` 3
4
Tr~βpQ~q ` 1
4
Tr~
`p´~2∆qQ~˘. (6.7)
Consequently, a lower bound is obtained for the energy-Casimir functional,
J ~min “
1
2
Tr~
`p´~2∆qQ~˘´ 1
2
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ` Tr
~βpQ~q
ě 1
4
!
Tr~
`p´~2∆qQ~˘` Tr~`βpQ~q˘)´DM 7m´93m´5 .
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Since J ~min is uniformly bounded, this completes the proof of piiq. Then, the proof of piiiq
follows from the Lieb-Thirring inequality (Theorem 2.1) with piiq and the Hardy-Littlewood-
Sobolev inequality. 
Next, exploiting the Euler-Lagrange equation (6.2) little bit further, we improve some of
the previous bounds.
Lemma 6.2 (More uniform bounds for quantum free minimizers). If β satisfies (A1)´(A4),
then a quantum minimizer Q~ of the form (6.2) satisfies the following.
piq (Schatten norm bounds)
sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
`
Qα~
˘ ă 8 for 1 ď α ă 8, sup
~Pp0,1s
}Q~} ă 8.
piiq (Density and potential function bounds)
sup
~Pp0,1s
}U~}
L3,8pR3qXC0, 15 pR3q À sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L1pR3qXL 53 pR3q ă 8.
piiiq (Lagrange multiplier bound)
inf
~Pp0,1s
p´µ~q ą ´8.
Proof. We perform the following iteration. Assume that
sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
`
Qα~
˘ ă 8 (6.8)
for some α P p9
7
, 3q. Then, the Hardy-Sobolev and the Lieb-Thirring inequalities imply that
sup
~Pp0,1s
}U~}
L
3p5α´3q
3´α
À sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L 5α´33α´1 ă 8.
Recalling the eigenfunction expansion (6.4) for Q~, let ´µj be the negative eigenvalues of
the Schro¨dinger operator ´~2
2
∆´U~. Then, the dual Lieb-Thirring inequality (Lemma 2.2)
and (6.5) yield
8 ą sup
~Pp0,1s
p2π~q3
ÿ
j
µ
3p11α´9q
2p3´αq
j ě sup
~Pp0,1s
p2π~q3
ÿ
´µjă´µ~
pµ~ ` β1pλjqq
3p11α´9q
2p3´αq
ě sup
~Pp0,1s
p2π~q3
ÿ
´µjă´µ~
β1pλjq
3p11α´9q
2p3´αq
(6.9)
We claim that by Assumption (A4),
β1psq ě Csm´1 (6.10)
for all large s ą 0. Indeed, by convexity, the graph of y “ βpxq is above the graph of its
tangent line at ps, βpsqq, i.e., y “ βpsq ` β1psqpx ´ sq. In particular, when x “ 0 and s ą 0
is large, we have 0 “ βp0q ě βpsq ` β1psqp´sq, which implies that β1psq ě βpsq{s ě Csm´1.
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Therefore, applying the claim (6.10) to (6.9), we conclude that
sup
~Pp0,1s
Tr~
´
Q
3p11α´9q
2p3´αq
pm´1q
~
¯
“ sup
~Pp0,1s
p2π~q3
ÿ
´µjă´µ~
λ
3p11α´9q
2p3´αq
pm´1q
j ă 8. (6.11)
By Assumption (A2), we can start the above iteration. Moreover, since 3p11α´9q
2p3´αq pm ´
1q ´ α ě 3p11α´9q
7p3´αq ´ α “ p7α´9qpα`3q7p3´αq ě 7m´97 , the exponent increases at least uniformly in
each iteration step from (6.8) to (6.11). As a result, the uniform bound (6.8) is derived for
all 1 ď α ă 3 (here, the case α “ 1 is from the mass constraint).
We denote by a´ a real number which is strictly less than but can be chosen arbitrarily
close to a. Performing the iteration once again with α “ 3´, we obtain the bound (6.8)
for all 1 ď α ă 8 (see (6.11)), that is, the first part of piq. Consequently, the Hardy-
Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and the Lieb-Thirring inequality yield
sup
~Pp0,1s
}U~}L3,8XLq À sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L1XL 53´ ă 8 (6.12)
for every q P p3,8q. Here we note that a ~-uniform L8 bound for U~ does not directly follow
from (6.12), since due to the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, the implicit constant in
(6.12) may depend on q as q Ñ 8. Hence, we instead employ the well-known De Giorgi-
Nash-Morse estimate to obtain
|U~pxq| ď }U~}L8pB1{2pxqq À }U~}Lq0 pB1pxqq ` }ρ~Q~}Ls0pB1pxqq À }ρ~Q~}L1pR3qXL 53´ pR3q, (6.13)
where q0 P p3, 8q and s0 P p32 , 53q are arbitrary but fixed values. In (6.13), the implicit
constant is independent of x and ~ so that the desired L8 bound holds,
2 sup
~Pp0,1s
}U~}L8 À sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L1XL 53´ ă 8. (6.14)
We now observe that ´µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆ ´ U~q “ U~ ´ pµ~ ´ ~2∆q ď }U~}L8 as operators on
L2pR3q. Thus, by functional calculus, we see that
sup
~Pp0,1s
}Q~}S8 ď sup
~Pp0,1s
!
max
r0,}U~}L8 s
|β˜psq|
)
ă 8,
from which the second part of piq follows.
Next, we prove piiq. First, we note that by the Lieb-Thirring inequality with α “ 8,
the exponent 5
3
´
in (6.14) can be replaced by 5
3
. It remains to obtain a uniform Ho¨lder
semi-norm bound. In other words, we need to show
|U~pxq ´ U~pyq|
|x´ y|1{5 ď C}ρ
~
Q~
}
L1XL 53
for some C independent of x, y P R3 and ~. For any choice of x, y such that |x´ y| ě 1{2,
this immediately follows from the L8 estimate of U~. Thus, we may assume for fixed x P R3,
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y P B1{2pxq. Then, the Calderon-Zigmund estimate and the Sobolev inequality yield
|U~pxq ´ U~pyq|
|x´ y|1{5 ď }U~}C0, 15 pB1{2pxqq ď C}U~}W 2,5{3pB1{2pxqq ď C}ρ
~
Q~
}
L
5
3 pB1pxqq
,
where the constant C is independent of x and ~. This proves piiq.
For piiiq, we claim that µ~ ď }U~}L8 . Indeed, if it is not, U~´pµ~´~2∆q is non-positive.
Hence, a contradiction Q~ “ β˜pµ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ U~qq “ 0 is derived. 
As a corollary, we obtain the following profile decomposition.
Corollary 6.3 (Profile decomposition for quantum potentials). Suppose that β satisfies
(A1)´(A4). Let Q~ be a minimizer for the quantum variational problem (1.6), and let
t~nu8n“1 be a sequence such that ~n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Then, for each J P N, there exist
a subsequence of tU~nu8n“1 (but still denoted by U~n), U j P L
15
4 pR3q, txjnu8n“1 with j P
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju and RJn P L
15
4 pR3q such that
U~n “
Jÿ
j“1
U jp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn, (6.15)
lim
nÑ8 |x
j
n ´ xj
1
n | Ñ 8 if j ‰ j1 (6.16)
and
lim
JÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
}RJn}LrpR3q “ 0 for all 154 ă r ă 8. (6.17)
Proof. By the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and Lemma 6.2 piiq, we have
sup
~Pp0,1s
}|∇|´ 1310 ρ~Q~}H1pR3q „ sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρ~Q~}L 154 pR3qXL 53 pR3q ă 8.
Hence, we apply the profile decomposition [29, Proposition 3.1] to |∇| 710U~n “ p4πq|∇|´
13
10 ρ~n
Q~n
.
Then, passing to a subsequence,
|∇| 710U~n “
Jÿ
j“1
V jp¨ ´ xjnq ` rJn
such that (6.16) holds, V j P H1 and lim supnÑ8 }rJn}Lr “ 0 as J Ñ 8 for all 2 ă r ă 6.
Thus, inverting |∇| 710 , we obtain the profile decomposition (6.15) with U j “ |∇|´ 710V j
and RJn “ |∇|´
7
10 rJn . Then, (6.17) follows by the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev and Morrey’s
inequalities. 
Next, we establish the Pohozaev identities for quantum free energy minimizers.
Lemma 6.4 (Pohozaev identities). Suppose that β satisfies (A1)´(A4). Let Q~ be a
minimizer for the quantum variational problem (1.6) of the form (6.2). Then,
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘ “ 1
3
!
µ~M ` Tr~
`psβ1qpQ~q˘) ,ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy “
4
3
!
µ~M ` Tr~
`psβ1qpQ~q˘) .
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Proof. By simple algebras, (6.3) and (6.5), we obtain
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘´ Tr~pU~Q~q
“ Tr~`p´~2
2
∆´ U~qQ~
˘ “ Tr~ ´ÿλj ∣∣∣p´~22 ∆´ U~qφjE xφj |¯
“ Tr~
´ÿ
λj |´µjφjy xφj|
¯
“ ´p2π~q3
ÿ
λjµj .
(6.18)
On the other hand, we have
xp´~2
2
∆´ U~ ` µjqφj , x ¨∇φjy “ 0.
By integration by parts, we calculate
x∆φj|x ¨∇φjy “
3ÿ
k,ℓ“1
ż
R3
B2xkφjpxℓBxℓφjqdx
“ ´
3ÿ
k,ℓ“1
ż
R3
δkℓBxkφjBxℓφjdx´
3ÿ
k,ℓ“1
ż
R3
xℓBxkφjBxℓBxkφjdx
“ ´
ż
R3
|∇φj|2dx´ 1
2
ż
R3
x ¨∇p|∇φj |2qdx “ 1
2
ż
R3
|∇φj |2dx “ 1
2
}∇φj}2L2 .
Similarly,
xU~φj |x ¨∇φjy “ 1
2
ż
R3
U~
`
x ¨∇pφ2j q
˘
dx “ ´1
2
ż
R3
px ¨∇U~qφ2jdx´
3
2
ż
R3
U~pφ2j qdx,
and
xφj|x ¨∇φjy “ 1
2
ż
R3
x ¨∇pφ2j qdx “ ´
3
2
ż
R3
φ2jdx “ ´
3
2
.
Thus, inserting these expressions to the above identity and summing them up, we obtain
0 “ p2π~q3
ÿ
λjxp´~22 ∆´ U~ ` µjqφj |x ¨∇φjy
“ p2π~q3
ÿ
λj
"
´~
2
4
}∇φj}2L2 `
1
2
ż
R3
px ¨∇U~qφ2jdx`
3
2
ż
R3
U~pφ2j qdx´
3
2
µj
*
“ ´1
2
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘` 1
2
ż
R3
px ¨∇U~qρ~Q~dx`
3
2
ż
R3
U~ρ
~
Q~
dx´ 3
2
p2π~q3
ÿ
λjµj.
The second term is simplified by symmetrization,ż
R3
px ¨∇U~qρ~Q~dx
“ ´
ż
R3
"
x ¨
ż
R3
x´ y
|x´ y|3 ρ
~
Q~
pyqdy
*
ρ~Q~pxqdx “ ´
ż
R6
x ¨ px´ yq
|x´ y|3 ρ
~
Q~
pxqρ~Q~pyqdxdy
“ ´1
2
ż
R6
x ¨ px´ yq
|x´ y|3 ρ
~
Q~
pxqρ~Q~pyqdxdy ´
1
2
ż
R6
y ¨ py ´ xq
|x´ y|3 ρ
~
Q~
pxqρ~Q~pyqdxdy
“ ´1
2
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy “ ´
1
2
ż
R3
U~ρ
~
Q~
dx.
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Thus, it follows that
0 “ ´1
2
Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘` 5
4
Tr~pU~Q~q ´ 3
2
p2π~q3
ÿ
λjµj. (6.19)
Note that by (6.5),
p2π~q3
ÿ
λjµj “ p2π~q3
ÿ
λjpµ~ ` β1pλjqq “ µ~p2π~q3
ÿ
λj ` p2π~q3
ÿ
λjβ
1pλjq
“ µ~Tr~pQ~q ` Tr~
`psβ1qpQ~q˘ “ µ~M ` Tr~`psβ1qpQ~q˘.
Thus, solving (6.18) and (6.19) for Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘
and Tr~pU~Q~q, we prove the lemma. 
As an application of the above Pohozaev identities, we obtain a uniform upper bound for
the Lagrange multiplier ´µ~ in (6.2).
Corollary 6.5 (Lower bound for Lagrange multipliers). Suppose that β satisfies (A1)´(A4).
Let Q~ be a minimizer for the variational problem (1.6) of the form (6.2). Then,
sup
~Pp0,1s
p´µ~q ă 0.
Proof. It is known that ´µ~ ă 0 for each ~ ą 0. Thus, it suffices to show that
lim sup
~Ñ0
p´µ~q ă 0.
Indeed, by the Pohozaev identities and Assumption (A4), that is βpsq ě 1
3
sβ1psq, we have
J ~min “ Tr~
`p´~2
2
∆qQ~
˘´ 1
2
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy `Tr
~
`
βpQq˘
“ ´1
3
µ~M ` Tr~
`pβ ´ 1
3
psβ1qqpQ~q
˘
ě ´1
3
µ~M.
Thus, since lim sup
~Ñ0
J ~min ď Jmin ă 0 (see (5.2)), we prove the desired bound. 
7. Classical distributions from quantum free energy minimizers
In this section, we establish the opposite inequality to (5.2). Precisely, reversing the
roles of classical and quantum states in Section 5, we employ classical distribution functions
made of a quantum free energy minimizer, and show the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1 (Classical states from a quantum minimizer). Suppose that β satisfies
(A1)´(A4). Given a minimizer
Q~ “ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ U~q˘
for the quantum minimization problem (1.6) with small ~ ą 0, we construct a distribution
function
f~pq, pq :“ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p |p|22 ´ U~pqqq˘. (7.1)
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Then, for any sequence t~nu8n“1 with ~n Ñ 0, there exists a subsequence but still denoted
by t~nu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
!
J pf~nq ´ J ~nmin
)
“ 0 and lim
nÑ8Mpf~nq “M.
As a consequence, we have
lim inf
nÑ8 J
~n
min ě Jmin. (7.2)
Before giving a proof, we would like to point out a technical difficulty in proving the
proposition. Now, the potential function ´U~ depends on ~. It may vary in the semi-
classical limit ~Ñ 0. Thus, if one attempts to repeat the same argument in Section 5, one
would immediately encounter a problem in application of Weyl’s law (Theorem 4.1).
In order to overcome this subtle issue, we employ the profile decomposition. Indeed,
given a sequence t~nu8n“1 with ~n Ñ 0, passing to a subsequence, a sequence of potential
functions t´U~nu8n“1 has a profile decomposition (Corollary 6.3). The following theorem
asserts that Weyl’s law still holds for such a sequence of potential functions.
Proposition 7.2 (Weyl’s law for profile decompositions). Let µ ą 0 and r ą 3
2
. Suppose
that a sequence of non-negative potential functions tU~nu8n“1 Ă LrpR3q can be written as
U~n “
Jÿ
j“1
U jp¨ ´ xjnq `RJ~ (7.3)
such that U j P LrpR3q, |xjn ´ xj
1
n | Ñ 8 for j ‰ j1, and
lim
JÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
}RJn}Lr “ 0.
Then, for all E ě µ, we have
lim
nÑ8p2π~nq
3Np´E, ~n,´U~nq ´
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
“ 0. (7.4)
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that V P LrpR3q for some r ě 3
2
. Then, we haveˇˇˇ!
pq, pq P R6 : ˇˇ1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ` E ˇˇ ď δ)ˇˇˇ À δE´pr´ 12 q}V´}rLr
for E ą 0 and δ P p0, E
2
s.
Proof. Let V˜ pxq :“ maxt´V pxq, E
2
u. Then, |1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq ` E| ď δ if and only if ||p|2 ´
V˜ pqq ` E ˇˇ ď δ, because 0 ă δ ď E
2
. Hence, we have!
pq, pq :
ˇˇˇ
|p|2
2
` V pqq `E
ˇˇˇ
ď δ
)
“
!
pq, pq : ˇˇ |p|2
2
´ V˜ pqq ` E ˇˇ ď δ)
“
!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ V˜ pqq ď ´E ` δ
)
´
!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ V˜ pqq ď ´E ´ δ
)
.
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It implies thatˇˇˇ!
pq, pq :
ˇˇˇ
|p|2
2
` V pqq ` E
ˇˇˇ
ď δ
)ˇˇˇ
“ 8
?
2π
3
ż
V˜ pxqěE´δ
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 32dx´ 8
?
2π
3
ż
V˜ pxqěE`δ
pV˜ pxq ´ E ´ δq 32 dx
“ 8
?
2π
3
ż
E´δďV˜ pxqďE`δ
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 32dx
` 8
?
2π
3
ż
V˜ pxqěE`δ
!
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 32 ´ pV˜ pxq ´ E ´ δq 32
)
dx.
In the first integral,
0 ď pV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 32 ď 2δpV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 12 ď 2δV˜ pxq 12 ď 2δpE
2
q´pr´ 12 qV˜ pxqr,
while in the second integral, by the fundamental theorem of calculus,
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 32 ´ pV˜ pxq ´ E ´ δq 32
“
ż 1
´1
d
dt
!
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` tδq 32
)
dt “
ż 1
´1
3δ
2
pV˜ pxq ´ E ` tδq 12dt
ď 3δpV˜ pxq ´ E ` δq 12 ď 3δpE
2
q´pr´ 12 qV˜ pxqr.
Thus, we prove thatˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : ˇˇ 1
2
|p|2 ` V pqq `E ˇˇ ď δ)ˇˇˇ À δE´pr´ 12 q ż
V˜ pxqěE´δ
V˜ pxqrdx ď δE´pr´ 12 q}V }rLr .

Proof of Proposition 7.2. Given arbitrarily small ǫ ą 0, we take J “ Jpǫq ě 1 and tU˜ juJj“1 Ă
C8c such that lim supnÑ8 }RJn}Lr ď ǫ and }U˜ j ´ U j}Lr ď ǫJ , and we modify the profile de-
composition (7.3) as
U~n “ U˜n ` R˜Jn, (7.5)
where U˜n :“
řJ
j“1 U˜
jp¨ ´ xjnq and R˜Jn :“ RJn `
řJ
j“1pU j ´ U˜ jqp¨ ´ xjnq and
lim sup
nÑ8
}R˜Jn}Lr ď 2ǫ.
Let δ P p0, µ
2
s. Repeating (4.5), we write
Np´E, ~n,´U~nq ď dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qp´ p1´δq~
2
n
2
∆´ U˜n `E ´ δq
)
` dim
!
Ran 1p´8,0qp´ δ~
2
n
2
∆` δ ´ R˜Jnq
)
“ dim
!
Ran 1p´8,´E´δ
1´δ
qp´~
2
n
2
∆´ 1
1´δ U˜nq
)
` dim
!
Ran 1p´8,´1qp´~
2
n
2
∆´ 1
δ
R˜Jnq
)
“ N
´
´ E´δ
1´δ , ~n,´ 11´δ U˜n
¯
`N
´
´ 1, ~n,´1δ R˜Jn
¯
.
(7.6)
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For the second term one the right hand side of (7.6), we apply Lemma 4.3,
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3N
´
´1, ~n,´1δ R˜Jn
¯
“ O
ˆ
1
δr
˙
lim sup
nÑ8
}R˜Jn}rLr “ O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
.
For the first term, Theorem 4.1 yields
p1´ δq 32 lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3N
´
´E´δ
1´δ , ~n,´ 11´δ U˜n
¯
“ p1´ δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ 1
1´δ U˜npqq ď ´E´δ1´δ
)ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´E ` δ
)ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´E ´ δ
)ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : | |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ` E| ď δ
)ˇˇˇ
for sufficiently large n. Here, when Theorem 4.1 is applied, we used that the measure of
the set tpq, pq : |p|2
2
´ 1
1´δ U˜npqq ď ´E´δ1´δ u does not depend on large n, because the supports
of U˜ jp¨ ´ xjnq are mutually disjoint. Thus, it follows from Lemma 7.3 that
p1´ δq 32 lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3N
´
´E´δ
1´δ , ~n,´ 11´δ U˜n
¯
“
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´pE ` δq
)ˇˇˇ
`O pδq }U˜n}rLr .
Therefore, coming back to (7.6), we obtain
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3Np´E, ~n,´U~q
ď 1
p1´ δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´pE ` δq
)ˇˇˇ
`Opδq `O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
.
(7.7)
Next, we aim to replace U˜n by U~n in the bound (7.7). To this end, we writeˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´pE ` δq
)ˇˇˇ
“ p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : 1`δ
2
|p|2 ´ U˜npqq ď ´pE ` δq
)ˇˇˇ
ď p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
` p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : δ
2
|p|2 ´ R˜Jnpqq ď ´δ
)ˇˇˇ
“ p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
` p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : 1` |p|2
2
ď 1
δ
R˜Jnpqq
)ˇˇˇ
.
Then, applying Lemma 4.4 to the second term, we obtainˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U˜npqq ď ´pE ` δq
)ˇˇˇ
À p1` δq 32
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
`O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
.
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Combining this inequality with (7.7), we obtain
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3Np´E, ~n,´U~nq
ď
ˆ
1` δ
1´ δ
˙ 3
2
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
`O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
`Opδq
for all sufficiently large n. As a consequence, we have
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3Np´E, ~n,´U~nq
ď
ˆ
1` δ
1´ δ
˙ 3
2
lim inf
nÑ8
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
`O
ˆ
ǫr
δr
˙
`Opδq.
Note that the bound is independent of large n. Therefore, sending ǫ Ñ 0 and then δ Ñ 0,
we prove that
lim sup
nÑ8
p2π~nq3Np´E, ~n,´U~nq ď lim inf
nÑ8
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
.
The opposite inequality, that is,
lim inf
nÑ8 p2π~nq
3Np´E, ~n,´U~nq ě lim sup
nÑ8
ˇˇˇ!
pq, pq : |p|2
2
´ U~npqq ď ´E
)ˇˇˇ
,
can be proved similarly. 
Now, we are ready to prove Proposition 7.1.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. The proof closely follows from that of Proposition 5.2. Indeed,
it suffices to show convergences analogous to those in Lemma 5.3 and 5.5 such that γ~ “
β˜p´µ´p´~2
2
∆´Uqq and Q “ β˜p´µ´p |p|2
2
´Upqqqq are replaced by Q~ “ β˜p´µ~´p´~22 ∆´
U~qq and f~ “ β˜p´µ~ ´ p |p|
2
2
´ U~pqqqq, respectively.
First we note that, passing to a subsequence, we may assume that µ~n Ñ µ˜ ă 0 as
nÑ8. Next, repeating the proof of Lemma 5.3, we prove that
lim
nÑ8Mpf~nq “M and limnÑ8Cpf~nq ´ C~npQ~nq “ 0
and
lim
nÑ8
ĳ ` |p|2
2
´ U~npqq
˘
f~npq, pqdqdp ´ Tr~n
`p´~2n
2
∆´ U~nqQ~n
˘ “ 0.
Note that here, Proposition 7.2 should be employed instead of Theorem 4.1, because the
potential function ´U~n is also depends on the parameter ~n. As a consequence, the inter-
polation estimate (Theorem 2.3) deduces the uniform bound
sup
~Pp0,1s
}ρf~}L1XL 53 ă 8.
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It remains to show that
lim
~Ñ0
ż
R6
ρf~pxqρf~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ´
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy “ 0, (7.8)
lim
~Ñ0
ż
R6
ρf~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ´
ż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy “ 0,
which are similar to Lemma 5.5. We again show (7.8) only. Repeating, we decomposeż
R6
ρ~Q~pxqρ~Q~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy ´
ż
R6
ρf~pxqρf~pyq
|x´ y| dxdy
“
ż
R6
pρ~Q~ ´ ρ~OpT
~
rf~sqpxqpρ
~
Q~
` ρf~qpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
`
ż
R6
pρ~
OpT
~
rf~s ´ ρf~qpxqpρ
~
Q~
` ρf~qpyq
|x´ y| dxdy.
(7.9)
We can prove that the first integral in (7.9) converges to zero as we handled I in (5.8).
However, unlike II in (5.8), the convergence ρ~
OpT
~
rf~s´ρf~ Ñ 0 in L
6
5 does not immediately
follow from Proposition A.2 due to the ~-dependence of f~. Thus, we rather employ the
Plancherel theorem and Ho¨lder and Hausdorff-Young inequalities,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
R6
pρ~
OpT
~
rf~s ´ ρf~qpxqpρ
~
Q~
` ρf~qpyq
|x´ y| dxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ „
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
R3
e´~|ξ|2 ´ 1
|ξ|2 xρf~pξqpyρ~Q~ ` xρf~qpξqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
››› e´~|ξ|2´1|ξ|2 ›››L5 }xρf~}L 52 }yρ~Q~ ` xρf~}L 52
ď
››› e´~|ξ|2´1|ξ|2 ›››L5 }ρf~}L 53 }ρ~Q~ ` ρf~}L 53 .
Finally, using that›››e´~|ξ|2´1|ξ|2 ›››L5 ď ››› e´~|ξ|2´1|ξ|2 ›››L5p|ξ|ď~´1{2q ` ››› e´~|ξ|2´1|ξ|2 ›››L5p|ξ|ě~´1{2q
„ }~}L5p|ξ|ď~´1{2q `
››› 1|ξ|2 ›››L5p|ξ|ě~´1{2q „ ~ 710 ,
we conclude that the second integral in (7.9) converges to zero. 
8. Proof of the main theorem
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5 piiq-pivq. Theorem 1.5 piq is proved
at the end of Section 5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5 piiq. Let tQ~u~Pp0,1s be a family of minimizers for the quantum min-
imization problem (1.6). Then, by Proposition 5.2 and 7.1, we have
lim
~Ñ0
J ~min “ Jmin.

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Proof of Theorem 1.5 piiiq. By Theorem 1.5 piq, there exists a sequence t~nu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8J pf~nq “ Jmin,
where
f~ “ β˜
`´ µ~ ´ p |p|22 ´ U~pqqq˘
and U~ “ 1|x| ˚ ρ~Q~. In other words, tf~nu8n“1 is a minimizing sequence for the classical
variational problem (1.3). Thus, it follows from Guo and Rein [26, 45] (see [45, Theorem
1.1]) that there exist a minimizer
Q “ β˜`´ µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘
for the classical minimization problem (1.3) and translation parameters txnu8n“1 Ă R3 such
that passing to a subsequence, f~np¨ ´ xn, ¨q ´Qá 0 weakly in LαpR6q for all α ą 53 , and
∇U˜~np¨ ´ xnq Ñ ∇U strongly in L2pR3q, (8.1)
where U˜~ :“ 1|x| ˚ ρf~ . Therefore, combining (7.8) and (8.1), we conclude that
∇U~np¨ ´ xnq Ñ ∇U strongly in L2pR3q. (8.2)
From now on, we abuse the notations by denoting U~np¨ ´ xnq (resp., f~np¨ ´ xn, ¨q) by U~n
(resp., f~n).
Applying the Sobolev inequality to (8.2), we obtain }U~n´U}L6 Ñ 0. On the other hand,
by the Sobolev inequality, we have }|∇| 710 pU~n ´Uq}L6 “ }|∇|´
13
10 pρQ~n ´ ρQq}L6 À }ρQ~n ´
ρQ}
L
5
3
ď }ρQ~n}L 53 `}ρQ}L 53 . Hence, Lemma 6.2 piiiq and Proposition 5.1 pvq yield uniform
boundedness of }|∇| 710 pU~n´Uq}L6 . Thus, by interpolation, we obtain }|∇|spU~n´Uq}L6 Ñ 0
for all 0 ď s ă 7
10
. Therefore, by Morrey’s inequality, we conclude that U~n Ñ U in C0,αpR3q
for all 0 ď α ă 1
5
.
It remains to show that µ~n Ñ µ. By Lemma 6.2 piiiq and Corollary 6.5, there exists a
subsequence of t~nu8n“1 but still denoted by t~nu8n“1 such that
µ~n Ñ µ˜ ă 0
for some µ˜ ą 0. We claim that µ˜ “ µ. Indeed, since f~ weakly converges to Q in LαpR6q,
we haveż
R6
β˜
`
µ~n ´ p |p|
2
2
´ U~npqqq
˘
gpq, pq dqdpÑ
ż
R6
β˜
`
µ´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘gpq, pq dqdp
for g P C8c pR6q. On the other hand, by the Sobolev embedding, U~n converges to U in
L6pR3q, and consequently it converges almost everywhere. We also recall from Proposition
6.1 that }U~}L8 is uniformly bounded in ~ P p0, 1s. We then apply the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem to obtainż
R6
β˜
`
µ~n ´ p |p|
2
2
´ U~npqqq
˘
gpq, pq dqdpÑ
ż
R6
β˜
`
µ˜´ p |p|2
2
´ Upqqq˘gpq, pqdqdp.
Since g is arbitrarily chosen, this proves µ˜ “ µ. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5 pivq. We recall that Q~ can be written by
Q~ “ β˜
`
µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ U~q
˘
.
By Theorem 1.5, there exist sequences t~nu8n“1 Ă p0,8q, txnu8n“1 Ă R3 and a minimizer
Q “ β˜pµ´p |p|2
2
´Upqqqq for Jmin such that ~n Ñ 0, µ~n Ñ µ and U~np¨´xnq Ñ U strongly
in 9H1pR3q X L8pR3q as nÑ8.
Note that
τ´aQ~τa “ β˜
`
µ~ ´ p´~22 ∆´ U~p¨ ´ aqq
˘
. (8.3)
To see this, we denote the negative eigenvalues and the corresponding normalized eigen-
functions of the Schro¨dinger p´~2
2
∆´ U~q by λj ’s and φj ’s respectively. Then, we have
τ´aQ~τa “ τ´a
"ÿ
j
β˜pµ~ ´ λjq |φjy xφj |
*
τa “
ÿ
j
β˜pµ~ ´ λjq |φjp¨ ´ aqy xφjp¨ ´ aq| .
By simple translation, p´~2
2
∆´ U~qφj “ λjφj if and only if p´~22 ∆´ U~p¨ ´ aqqφjp¨ ´ aq “
λjφjp¨ ´ aq. Thus, by functional calculus, (8.3) follows.
We define
f~n :“ β˜
`
µ~n ´ p |p|
2
2
´ U~npq ´ xnqq
˘
.
Then, Proposition 3.1 and A.1 yield››τ´xnQ~nτxn ´OpT~nrQs›› ď ››τ´xnQ~nτxn ´OpT~nrf~ns››` ››OpT~nrf~n ´Qs››
ď onp1q ` }f~n ´Q}L8pR6q.
Since β˜ is continuous and µ~n Ñ µ, U~np¨ ´ xnq Ñ U in L8 as n Ñ 8, we deduce that
}f~n ´Q}L8pR6q Ñ 0.
We now observe from Proposition A.4 and piiq that››W~nrτ´xnQ~nτxns ´Q››L8pR6q
ď ››W~nrτ´xnQ~nτxns ´W~nrOpT~nrQss››L8pR6q ` ››W~nrOpT~nrQss ´Q››L8pR6q
ď ››τ´xnQ~nτxn ´OpT~nrQs››` ››G6~{2 ˚Q´Q››L8pR6q Ñ 0.
This completes the proof.

Appendix A. To¨plitz quantization and Wigner transform
In this appendix, we collect useful properties on the To¨plitz quantization and the Wigner
transform. Recall that for a real-valued function f on the phase space, its To¨plitz quanti-
zation is defined as
OpT~ rf s :“
1
p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|fpq, pqdqdp,
where ϕ~pq,pqpxq “ 1pπ~q3{4 e´
|x´q|2
2~ e
ip¨x
~ . By the To¨plitz quantization, a function is transformed
into an operator. It has the following mapping properties (see Appendix B of [23]).
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Proposition A.1. Suppose that f : R6 Ñ R is contained in L8pR6q.
piq OpT~ rf s is bounded and self-adjoint on L2pR3q. Moreover, we have
}OpT~ rf s} ď }f}L8pR3q.
piiq If f is non-negative, so is OpT~ rf s.
piiiq If we further assume that f P LαpR6q for some 1 ď α ă 8, then OpT
~
rf s is a compact
operator.
A direct calculation shows that
ρ~
OpT
~
rfspxq “
ż
R3
1
pπ~q3{2 e
´ |x´q|2
~ ρf pqqdq “ G3~{2 ˚ ρf , (A.1)
where Gda is the centered Gaussian function on R
d with the covariance matrix aI. Thus, the
To¨plitz quantization has almost the same density function as that of the given distribution
function.
The following proposition asserts the To¨plitz quantization also almost preserve the mass
and the kinetic and the potential energies.
Proposition A.2. Suppose that f : R6 Ñ R is non-negative.
piq (Mass) If f P L1pR6q, then Tr~pOpT~ rf sq “ }f}L1pR6q.
piiq (Kinetic energy) If f, |p|2f P L1pR6q, then
lim
~Ñ0
Tr~
`´ ~2∆OpT~ rf s˘ “ ż
R6
|p|2fpq, pqdqdp.
piiiq (Potential energy) If ρf P L 65 pR3q, then
lim
~Ñ0
ż
R6
ρ~
OpT
~
rfspxqρ~OpT
~
rfspyq
|x´ y| dxdy Ñ
ż
R6
ρf pxqρf pyq
|x´ y| dxdy.
Proof. piq is obvious. For piiq, direct calculations yield
Tr~
`´ ~2∆OpT~ rf s˘ “ 3ÿ
j“1
ż
R6
Tr
`|~Bxjϕ~pq,pqyx~Bxjϕ~pq,pq|˘fpq, pqdqdp
“
3ÿ
j“1
ż
R6
"ż
R3
`
p2j ` pxj ´ qjq2
˘|ϕ~pq,pqpxq|2dx* fpq, pqdqdp
Ñ
ż
R6
|p|2fpq, pqdqdp.
piiiq follows from the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and (A.1). 
The To¨plitz quantization also nearly preserves products.
Proposition A.3. If f, g P L8pR6q X LαpR6q for some 1 ď α ă 8, then
lim
~Ñ0
››OpT~ rfgs ´OpT~ rf sOpT~ rgs›› “ 0.
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Proof. By a standard density argument with Proposition A.1 piq, we may assume that
f, g P C8c pR6q. By the definition, we have
OpT~ rf sOpT~ rgs “
1
p2π~q6
ż
R12
fpq, pqgpq1, p1q|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|ϕ~pq1,p1qyxϕ~pq1,p1q|dq1dp1dqdp,
while inserting
1
p2π~q3
ż
R6
|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|dqdp “ IdL2pR3q,
we may write
OpT~ rfgs “
1
p2π~q6
ż
R12
fpq, pqgpq, pq|ϕ~pq,pqyxϕ~pq,pq|ϕ~pq1,p1qyxϕ~pq1,p1q|dq1dp1dqdp.
A direct computation shows
xϕ~pq,pq|ϕ~pq1,p1qy “ 2
3
2 e´
|q´q1|2
4~ e´
|p´p1|2
4~ e´
ipp´p1qpq`q1q
2~ .
Hence, for any ψ, ψ˜ P L2pR3q with }ψ}L2 “ }ψ˜}L2 “ 1, we haveˇˇ@
ψ˜
ˇˇpOpT~ rfgs ´OpT~ rf sOpT~ rgsqˇˇψDˇˇ
À 1
~6
ż
R12
e
´|p´p1|2
4~ e
´|q´q1|2
4~ |fpq, pq|ˇˇgpq1, p1q ´ gpq, pqˇˇˇˇxψ˜|ϕ~pq,pqyˇˇˇˇxϕ~pq1,p1q|ψyˇˇdq1dp1dqdp
À 1
~6
ż
R12
e
´|q´q1|2
4~ e
´|p´p1|2
4~ }f}L8}g}C1 |pq1 ´ q, p1 ´ pq|
ˇˇxψ˜|ϕ~pq,pqyˇˇˇˇxϕ~pq1,p1q|ψyˇˇdq1dp1dqdp
À
?
~
~6
"ż
R12
e
´|q´q1|2
4~ e
´|p´p1|2
4~
ˇˇxψ˜|ϕ~pq,pqyˇˇˇˇxϕ~pq1,p1q|ψyˇˇdq1dp1dqdp*}f}L8}g}C1
„
?
~
~3
"ż
R6
ˇˇxψ˜|ϕ~pq,pqyˇˇ`G62~ ˚ ˇˇxϕ~p¨,¨q|ψyˇˇ˘pq, pqdqdp*}f}L8}g}C1
ď
?
~
~3
››xψ˜|ϕ~pq,pqy››L2q,p››xϕ~pq,pq|ψy››L2q,p}f}L8}g}C1 .
Note that since
xϕ~pq,pq|ψy “
ż
R3
1
pπ~q3{4 e
´ |x´q|2
2~ e´
ip¨x
~ ψpxqdx “ Fx
´ 1
pπ~q3{4 e
´ |¨´q|2
2~ ψ
¯
pp
~
q,
where Fx denotes the Fourier transform, it follows from the Plancherel theorem thatż
R6
|xϕ~pq,pq|ψy|2dqdp “
ż
R6
ˇˇˇ
Fx
´ 1
pπ~q3{4 e
´ |¨´q|2
2~ ψ
¯
pp
~
q
ˇˇˇ2
dqdp
„
ż
R6
ˇˇˇ
Fx
´
e´
|¨´q|2
2~ ψ
¯
ppq
ˇˇˇ2
dqdp „
ż
R6
ˇˇ
e´
|x´q|2
2~ ψpxqˇˇ2dxdq „ ~ 32 .
Therefore, inserting this, we complete the proof. 
The Wigner transform of an operator γ P BpL2q with kernel γpx, x1q is given by
W~rγspq, pq :“
ż
R3
γ
`
q ` y
2
, q ´ y
2
˘
e´
ip¨y
~ dy.
The following proposition shows that the Wigner transform is asymptotically an inverse of
the To¨plitz operator. See [23].
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Proposition A.4. Let γ be in BpL2q. Then there holds
}W~rγs}L8pR6q À }γ}BpL2q.
Moreover, there holds the the following:
W~rOpT~ rf ss “ G6~{2 ˚ f,
where Gna is the centered Gaussian density on R
n with covariance matrix aI.
Appendix B. Thermal effects for the gravitational Hartree equation in
semi-classical limit
We give a precise statement on thermal effects for the gravitational Hartree equation in
Aki-Dolbeault-Sparber [1], and we present the connection to our results. To highlight the
role of temperature, separating βpsq “ Tβ0psq with T ą 0, we introduce the free energy of
the form
J ~T pγq :“ E~pγq ` TC~0pγq,
where C~0pγq “ Tr~pβ0pγqq, and consider the corresponding minimization problem
J ~T,min :“ min
γPA~M
J ~T pγq. (B.1)
Then, we define the maximal temperature by
T ~˚ :“ sup
!
T ą 0 | J ~T,min ă 0
)
and the critical temperature by
T ~c :“ sup
!
T ą 0 | J ~T,min “ J ~0,min ` τβ0pMq, @τ P p0, T s
)
.
Theorem B.1 (Aki-Dolbeault-Sparber [1]). Let M ą 0. If β0 satisfies (A1) and (A4),
then the maximal temperature T ~˚ is positive (possibly infinite), and the following statements
hold:
piq If T ă T ~˚ , then the minimization problem (B.1) possesses a minimizer. A minimizer
Q~ solves the self-consistent equation
Q~ “ β˜0
´´µ~ ´ Eˆ~
T
¯
, with some µ~ ą 0,
where Eˆ~ “ ´~22 ∆´ U~ is the quantum mean-field Hamiltonian with U~ “ 1|x| ˚ ρ~Q~.
piiq The critical temperature T ~c satisfies 0 ă T ~c ă T ~˚ , and a minimizer is a pure state if
and only if T P r0, T ~c s.
Remark B.2. piq The main result in [1] is stated for ~ “ 1, but it can be extended directly
to general but fixed ~ ą 0.
piiq If T ~˚ ă 8, a minimizer may not exist at too high temperature. Theorem B.1 piiiq
shows that Bose-Einstein condensation can be observed at sufficiently low (not necessarily
zero) temperature, which is physically relevant. Possibility of non-existence of a minimizer
and existence of pure states are completely quantum mechanical phenomena.
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Combining with some of results in this paper, we show that the quantum thermal effects
vanish in the semi-classical limit ~Ñ 0 in the following sense.
Proposition B.3. As ~ ą 0 goes to zero, the maximal temperature T ~˚ goes to infinity,
while the critical temperature T ~c converges to zero.
Proof. Fix any T ą 0, and set βpsq “ Tβ0psq, where β0 is a function satisfying (A1) - (A4)
(so is β). Then, by Proposition 5.2, the minimum free energy J ~T,min is negative, in other
word, T ~˚ ě T , for all sufficiently small ~ ą 0. On the other hand, Weyl’s law (Proposition
7.2) implies that the number of negative eigenvalues of Eˆ~ “ ´~22 ∆ ´ U~ goes to infinity.
Hence, if ~ is small enough, Q~ is not a pure state, and by Proposition B.1 piiq, we have
T ~c ď T . Since T is arbitrary, we conclude that T ~˚ Ñ8 and T ~c Ñ 0. 
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